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Announcing A New Resource That Can Help You Put Your Web Site's Sales On Autopilot! A Massive

Collection of Winning Autoresponder Messages to Model, Copy and Swipe Autoresponder Magic * FACT:

A recent study conducted by Sales and Marketing Executives International concluded that 81 of major

sales are closed after the fifth contact. * FACT: 80 of people who inquire about a product or service will

buy it within one year of their initial inquiry. However, more than 90 of the time, they don't buy from the

same company that they made their initial contact with. What's the quickest and easiest way to massively

increase your web site's profits? If you said, "Get more traffic" - you're dead-bang wrong! By far, the

easiest and most cost effective way to dramatically increase your bottom line is simply increasing your

follow-up efforts. That's right. The startling truth is unless you're constantly and systematically

following-up on prospects, you are literally throwing away wads and wads of cash! The problem: How to

continually and automatically follow-up with interested prospects? The answer: Sequential Email

Autoresponders. In case you've never heard of autoresponders let me briefly explain how they work The

Inside Scoop on 'Autoresponders' Email autoresponders work like a fax-on-demand system. Maybe

you've seen the systems where you call from your fax machine and dial a certain code and you'll get back

a document in your fax machine? Well, an email autoresponder works the same way. If you send an

email to an autoresponder address you'll get back a prewritten message. Until just recently, you could

only do a one-time auto responder with one message coming back. But now you can set up a whole

sequence of autoresponder messages going out on any day you choose. For example, message #1

might go out immediately, then message #2 goes out 2 days afterwards, next message #3 goes out on

day 5, then day 8 comes another message, etc, etc. Do you see the real beauty of this whole thing? It's

unbelievable. And the best part is everything is done automatically for you because it's triggered when a

prospect submits their email address. So that means you can simply set up your system once and then it

keeps working over and over again like a tireless moneymaking robot making sure no prospect ever slips

through the cracks. With all these advantages, it's really no wonder why sequential Autoresponder

services like Aweber and Getresponse have taken off so quickly. These new systems are absolutely
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fantastic! But there is one big, glaring problem Do You Know What It Takes To Write a Winning

Autoresponder Series? If you don't, you're not the only one. For most people creating a series of

autoresponders that convinces people to part with their hard-earned money isn't as simple as it looks.

Most people just don't know where to start, how many messages to send, when to send them, how to ask

for the order, or any other number of variables that mean the difference between success and failure. But,

now there's good news! There's a new resource that will help you create your own successful

autoresponders - and it's called "Autoresponder Magic: The Ultimate Collection of Winning Autoresponder

Messages To Put Your Web Site on Autopilot!" "Autoresponder Magic" is a new ebook that contains

some of the most successful and persuasive autoresponder messages ever written. It's jam-packed with

autoresponder messages that have been proven to work by the top Internet Pros. For example, one

series written by Declan Dunn has been used successfully for over 2 years (and it's on complete autopilot

- he doesn't even lift a finger) to sell hundreds of thousands of dollars of his products and services.

Wouldn't you want to get your hands on that autoresponder series? Well, that's just one of winning

messages in this incredible collection. There's only way any series would be included - and that is it had

to work! You won't find a single dud in here. Each series has been market tested and proven to pull in

sales by the top Internet marketers. People like * Declan Dunn * Terry Dean * Ken Evoy * Jim Daniels *

Harmony Major * Sam Robbins * Ken Silver * Dale Armin Miller * Yanik Silver * Joe Schroeder Which Of

These Proven Autoresponder Messages Could You Use To Increase Your Sales? * Converting trial users

to paying customers * Multi-part training courses that force people to reach for their credit cards *

Persuading hesitant prospects to ecstatic buyers * Special reports that ring up sales * And lots more By

carefully studying these proven winners - you'll be on your way to creating your own. Imagine, once

you've created your own winning autoresponder - there's practically nothing left to do but sit back and

relax. Your autoresponder will work on complete autopilot for you night and day delivering your perfect

message and bringing back sales! Your autoresponder series is the perfect employee. You'll never have

to worry about it asking you for a raise or calling in sick. It's like having the ultimate moneymaking robot

working for pennies a day. Don't Spend Another Minute Struggling to Come Up With Your Own

Autoresponder Series Without This Powerful Resource Never again pound your head against the wall

trying to figure out what to say in your autoresponder messages. Inside this new ebook is your chance to

meticulously study some of the best autoresponder messages on the planet. Find out what makes them



work and how you can use the same formulas for your own messages. Why Would I Practically Give

Away This Valuable Resource For Just $ .87? Well, realize that this collection of battle-tested

autoresponder messages could easily sell for thousands of dollars. In fact if you asked a top direct

response copywriter to produce an autoresponder series - you'd be charged in the neighborhood of

$500.00 to $2,500.00 (I'm talking for each series here). So at bare bones minimum you're getting

thousands and thousands of dollars worth of powerful autoresponders at your disposal. But I'm not going

to charge you anywhere near that amount. In fact, as I mentioned right upfront your total investment for

this jam-packed ebook is just $ .87. The truth is, when I was first starting out on the Internet I would have

done just about anything to get my hands on something like this. I really put together this ebook because I

wanted a guide just like this when I was first trying to put together my first autoresponder messages. It

could have saved me hours and hours of research and from making countless mistakes. Today, I've been

fortunate enough to make a great full-time living from the Internet. And as corny as it sounds, I want to

help as many people as I can with this product. That's why I'd rather price it where nearly anyone can

afford to take advantage of this incredible resource. I look at it as my way of giving back (and then some

as you'll see in a moment). Honestly, you can easily make back your investment just by modeling these

successful autoresponder messages. But there's another BIG bonus I'm going to include if you act right

away that is sure to pay you back in spades! Mega Bonus: Free Resale Rights - You Keep 100 of The

Money! Yes, you read that correctly. You keep 100! I want you to succeed on the Internet and one of the

easiest and profitable ways is to sell information products just like this ebook. That's why I'm letting you

market and sell the "Autoresponder Magic" ebook! It's better than any affiliate program that pays you a

measly 25, 35, or even the generous ones that give you 60. With your investment in this ebook you'll get

complete distribution and resale rights so you'll keep all the money! That means you can sell

"Autoresponder Magic" or give it away. Use it as a free bonus to get people to subscribe to your Ezine.

Bundle with any other offers. Or whatever you want to do, it's your choice. Not only are you getting a ton

of incredible autoresponders to model, study and learn from - but also get the opportunity to make money

from it right away. Imagine, the first copy of "Autoresponder Magic" you sell - you'll make back your

money! Now, please don't get me wrong. I'm not going to feed you some B.S. that you'll be selling

hundreds of these in a day. I don't think that's realistic. But, I do think you could easily sell a couple every

month with very little effort (and probably more than that when I tell you all about the And it keeps getting



better. Not only am I giving you the complete resale and redistribution rights to "Autoresponder Magic" but

I'm also giving you... * The proven "Autoresponder Magic" sales letter to post on your web site. *

Professional web design template. All you have to do is 'plug-in' what you're given and you could be

taking orders and profiting from this very same ebook in just a few days. You Can't Lose WITH RESELL

RIGHTS...ALL For ONLY $ .87. Tags: a massive collection of winning autoresponder messages to

modelSearches:autoresponder magic download
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